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DESCRIPTION
Sylvie Denied, offers an intimate portrait of a woman who refuses to be silenced. As she enters adulthood in the turbulent 1970s, Sylvie thinks the way to change a violent world is to become a peaceful
person. Yet she slowly sees how a childhood trauma thwarts her peaceful intentions and leads her
to men with a dark side – including Enzo, the man she marries. Even as his behavior becomes increasingly volatile, she believes she can make things better with love and understanding. But finally,
living in terror, Sylvie must find a way to escape with her daughter and claim her place in the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
• For women who love poignant fiction and travel
• Author has connections in northeast markets
• Book deals with important themes of abuse and women’s empowerment
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The book releases in February, 2021 when live events will again be possible.
The author will seek pre-orders through bookseller market.
The author is submitting the book to multiple review and book award sites.
The author will utilize social media including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and
Goodreads to promote the book.
• The author will employ virtual book tour outlets—Silver Dagger, BookBuzz and more

AUTHOR BIO
After leaving her family home and respectable birthplace, Deborah
Clark Vance set out to find what made the world tick. She raised
four children and cobbled together a living by selling paintings and
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WOMEN’S FICTION

AUDIENCE
• Literary fiction readers
• Readers of women’s fiction
• Travel fiction aficionados

ONLINE
DeborahClarkVance.com

freelance articles, copyediting and translating, selling plants and
designing gardens, working on radio documentaries and a kids’ TV
program, teaching at an outpatient program and finally as a university
professor after earning a PhD in Intercultural Communication at
Howard University. Her family and friends near and far live with her in
her heart. This is her first novel.
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